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SSL/TLS certificate discovery

Discover all SSL/TLS certificates deployed in your network and 
add them to a secure, centralized repository.

Certificate request workflow

Generate CSRs instantly; request and acquire public CA 
certificates through a hassle-free certificate request workflow.

Centralized deployment

Centralize the deployment of newly acquired certificates to their 
respective end-servers.

SSL vulnerability scan

Identify and remediate vulnerable SSL configurations and 
weak ciphers, and replace any revoked certificates.

Active Directory integration

Readily integrate, import, and manage certificates mapped to 
user accounts in Active Directory.

SHA-1 certificate flagging

Identify and replace certificates that use the obsolete SHA-1 
hashing function.

Expiration alerts

Eliminate service downtime by receiving customizable, recurring 
notifications on certificates that are about to expire.

SSL Certificate Management



Request
Raise certificate requests using our built-in CSR generation tool.

Forward 
Forward the request to a certificate signing authority for domain verification.

Validate
Automate domain control validation and certificate acquisition; import the 

acquired certificate into Key Manager Plus.

Deploy
Deploy the certificate to its corresponding end-servers from Key Manager Plus.

Out-of-the-box integrations with 
leading certificate authorities
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SSH Key Management

SSH key discovery

Discover all SSH keys in your network and add them to a 
secure, centralized repository.

Key creation and deployment 

Create new SSH key pairs; associate them with users in bulk 
and deploy them to target systems.

Periodic key rotation

Create scheduled tasks to rotate SSH keys automatically at 
periodic time intervals and avoid privilege misuse.

Key-user mappings

Get a holistic view of key to user relationships across your 
organization through distinct mapping of individual keys with 
their respective user accounts.

Remote SSH connections

Launch one-click SSH connections to remote systems.

Disaster recovery

Schedule backups of your entire database at periodic intervals 
for disaster recovery purposes.

Auditing and reports

Establish a tamper-proof auditing mechanism and get instant 
access to comprehensive reports on all user activities.



“[Key Manager Plus] serves as an all-around solution for handling digital 

identities.”

Key Manager Plus enables us to stay on top of SSL certificates 

for all of our websites. With Key Manager Plus, we’re able to 

monitor which certificates are nearing expiration and roll out 

new certificates in a timely manner.

Ken Odibe
Senior cloud infrastructure consultant,

Sapphire Systems.

Experts’ take on Key Manager Plus

“A web-based tool that can help to consolidate, control, manage, 

monitor, and audit the entire life cycle of SSH keys and SSL certificates 

is ManageEngine Key Manager Plus.”

“We were quite impressed by [how Key Manager Plus] simplifies even 

complex processes of key management, where most organizations fail, 

leaving themselves vulnerable to cyberattacks.”

The Hacker News

TechTarget

FinancesOnline
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Key Manager Plus facilitates end-to-end life cycle management of public CA 

certificates through integration with world’s leading certificate authorities.
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